CSC 101: Lab #0 – Introduction and Setup – Lab Report

Lab Date: Tuesday, 1/19/2010
Due Date: Friday, 1/22/2010 3:00pm

Name: __________________________ Email: _________________________

Lab Section:   A    B    C    D (please circle one)

Complete this lab document as you progress through the lab manual and then submit by the due-date indicated above.

Questions for Steps 0 and 1:
None

Questions for Step 2:

1. What is the name of the directory (folder) you placed your CSC101Lab directory inside of (i.e. what is the parent directory of your CSC101Lab directory)? What is the name of that directory’s parent (the “grandparent” directory of your CSC101Lab directory)? Answer this question using your computer, but feel free to look at the example below which highlights where parent and grandparent directory information is typically found.

![Directory Example](image)

CSC101Lab’s parent directory:

________________________________________________________

CSC101Lab’s grandparent directory:

________________________________________________________

Are there more directories above these, and how can you tell?

________________________________________________________
Questions for Step 3:

1. What is the name of the FTP application you used to connect to wfu.edu?

2. What is the full name of the directory (folder) assigned to you on the computer named wfu.edu? The name you are looking for should be the name that first appears on the right-hand side of the FTP application when you connect to wfu.edu.

3. Your computer and the Wake Forest webserver use different symbols to separate the names in a long list of folders (this is called the “separator” symbol). By viewing the directory names shown in the FTP application, 
   a. which separator symbol is used by Windows? ___
   b. which separator symbol is used by the wfu.edu computer? ___

4. Rephrasing the above question,
   a. which separator symbol is used by the computer on the network? ___
   b. which separator symbol is used locally? ___

5. Which computer shown in the image above (left hand side or right hand side) is the computer that the TAs and instructor will check your assignments on when they are grading them after submission?
Questions for Step 4:

1. What is the URL (address) you used to access your homepage on the Wake Forest webserver?
   __________________________________________________________

2. What is the URL (address) you used to access your CSC101Lab folder on the Wake Forest webserver?
   __________________________________________________________

3. Verify that the lab0 folder exists inside of your CSC101Lab folder on the Wake Forest webserver. Does it exist, and how did you verify its existence?
   __________________________________________________________

4. Try accessing the folder specified in question 2 of this section, but spell the folder you are accessing with all caps as CSC101LAB. Does this work?
   __________________________________________________________